Cohort study into the neural correlates of postoperative delirium: the role of connectivity and slow-wave activity
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Abstract

Background: Delirium frequently affects older patients, increasing morbidity and mortality; however, the pathogenesis is poorly understood. Herein, we tested the cognitive disintegration model, which proposes that a breakdown in fronto-parietal connectivity, provoked by increased slow-wave activity (SWA), causes delirium.

Methods: We recruited 70 surgical patients to have preoperative and postoperative cognitive testing, EEG, blood bio-markers, and preoperative MRI. To provide evidence for causality, any putative mechanism had to differentiate on the diagnosis of delirium; change proportionally to delirium severity; and correlate with a known precipitant for delirium, inflammation. Analyses were adjusted for multiple corrections (MCs) where appropriate.

Results: In the preoperative period, subjects who subsequently incurred postoperative delirium had higher alpha power, increased alpha band connectivity (MC P<0.05), but impaired structural connectivity (increased radial diffusivity; MC P<0.05) on diffusion tensor imaging. These connectivity effects were correlated (r²=0.491; P=0.0012). Postoperatively, local SWA over frontal cortex was insufficient to cause delirium. Rather, delirium was associated with increased SWA involving occipitoparietal and frontal cortex, with an accompanying breakdown in functional connectivity. Changes in connectivity correlated with SWA (r²=0.257; P<0.0001), delirium severity rating (r²=0.195; P<0.001), interleukin 10 (r²=0.152; P=0.008), and monocyte chemoattractant protein 1 (r²=0.253; P<0.001).

Conclusions: Whilst frontal SWA occurs in all postoperative patients, delirium results when SWA progresses to involve posterior brain regions, with an associated reduction in connectivity in most subjects. Modifying SWA and connectivity may offer a novel therapeutic approach for delirium.
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Delirium is a sudden onset of confusion that frequently affects older patients. It is associated with increased morbidity, mortality, loss of functional independence, and worsening quality of life, and may herald the onset of cognitive decline and dementia.\(^1,2\) It is estimated to cost $160 billion per annum in the USA.\(^3\) The pathogenesis of delirium remains obscure; whilst several theories have been proposed,\(^4-7\) no therapies have been forthcoming. We proposed a cognitive disintegration model,\(^7\) whereby the severe cognitive symptoms of delirium are related to breakdown in connectivity driven by increased EEG slow-wave activity (SWA) in key frontoparietal cognitive networks. Inspired by the basic tenets of cognitive frameworks, such as integrated information theory\(^8\) and predictive coding,\(^9\) we surmised that cognition requires the integration of information from functionally specialised brain regions to form a coherent view of self and the environment. Delirium is characterised by fragmented perceptions and disjointed interactions with the environment, consistent with disintegration of certain cognitive processes. Preliminary evidence for this model, based on reductions in connectivity during delirium, has been provided by Numan and colleagues\(^10\) and van Dellen and colleagues.\(^11\) However, the case-control design used does not exclude premorbid differences between the groups. We hypothesised that pre-existing decreases in connectivity would predispose to delirium.\(^7\) Thus, we collected EEG data preoperatively, before delirium occurred. The electrophysiological hallmark of delirium is cortical SWA. Cortical SWA is a characteristic of both deep non-rapid eye movement sleep\(^12\) and anaesthesia.\(^13\) In both of these states, it is associated with reduced connectivity. Hence, it is plausible that delirium-associated SWA may lead to impairments in connectivity.

As there is presently no way of reversing delirium to establish causality, we used the Bradford Hill criteria for causation to support the importance of the mechanisms uncovered. Hence, we sought a strong association, with specific changes in the delirious population that changed contemporaneously with delirium and with a biological gradient. To achieve these criteria, the change with transition to delirium must differ from non-delirious subjects and should also change proportionately to delirium symptom severity (henceforth, delirium severity). These criteria also impose a relatively stringent statistical threshold: requiring a test to be significant for both delirium incidence and severity would exclude spurious results at a threshold equivalent to 0.05\(^7\). Furthermore, to provide biological plausibility, we hypothesised that relevant effects should also correlate with inflammation, a probable precipitant of delirium. To identify relevant markers of systemic inflammation, we identified plasma cytokines that changed with both delirium incidence and severity.

Whilst multiple studies have shown that delirium is associated with diffuse slowing in the EEG,\(^14\) they typically have not accounted for pre-delirium status or within- and across-subject differences. Nor have they looked for Bradford Hill criteria of causation nor related findings to severity or inflammation. Herein, we took advantage of major elective surgery, where the precipitating event for delirium is predictable in time. We tested our hypothesis that, when SWA progressed to involve frontoparietal brain regions, the associated breakdown in connectivity would precipitate delirium.\(^7\)

### Methods

The data are derived from two ongoing perioperative cohort studies registered with https://clinicaltrials.gov/ (Interventions for Postoperative Delirium: Biomarker-3 (IPOD-B3), NCT03124303, and Interventions for Postoperative Delirium: Biomarker-2 (IPOD-B2), NCT02926417) and approved by the University of Wisconsin–Madison Institutional Review Board (#2015-0374; 2015-0960). EEG data were collected from 72 patients before and after surgery between 2015 and 2019. Two subjects’ data were excluded because of poor impedance contaminating the entire recording. After exclusion of these two subjects, all available EEG data (in subjects with paired preoperative and postoperative EEG) collected until 70 subjects were recruited were used in the analyses [Fig. 1]. Eight subjects were recruited only to IPOD-B2 and 62 to IPOD-B3. Sensitivity analyses, conducted only on subjects recruited to IPOD-B3, found similar results. IPOD-B2 is a small ongoing cohort study of adult subjects undergoing thoracic aortic aneurysm repair (open or endovascular; Supplementary Table 1). IPOD-B3 is a larger ongoing cohort of adult patients (>65 yr old) undergoing major surgery (Supplementary Table 1).

### Cohort sample size

A priori power analysis suggested that a minimum of 59 subjects would be required to show EEG differences in delirium. Prior data suggested an effect size for a ‘between-subject’ analysis of a three-fold increase in SWA\(^11\) in delirium. Based on the variance in SWA from van Dellen and colleagues,\(^11\) power analysis suggests that 12 delirious subjects, compared with 47 controls, will provide 99% power for an uncorrected \(\alpha<0.01\) to detect SWA differences assuming a 20% delirium incidence. Calculation of SWA differences required paired EEG samples for preoperative and postoperative data from which we could calculate the change in the delirious subjects and compare with the change in the non-delirious subjects.

### Delirium diagnosis

The 70 subjects were grouped depending on postoperative confusion assessment method diagnoses of delirium (confusion assessment method [CAM]++\(^15,16\) or CAM-ICU++\(-\) if ventilated\(^17\) ) status at the time of the EEG recording as delirious or not.\(^13\) The delirium group contained 22 subjects and the non-delirium group contained 48 subjects. Delirium severity was scored using the Delirium Rating of Severity-98 (DRS).\(^18\) Weekly delirium review meetings were held to ensure consistency of scoring during the data collection period.

---

**Editor’s key points**

- Electroencephalographic slow-wave activity has previously been associated with delirium.
- We found local SWA in patients without delirium but global SWA in patients with delirium.
- A distinguishing feature of postoperative delirium in most patients was a decrease in correlates of frontoparietal connectivity.
- Decreased preoperative structural rather than functional connectivity was predictive of postoperative delirium.
**EEG recording and preprocessing**

EEG data were collected using high-density EEG with 256 channels (Electrical Geodesics, Inc., Eugene, OR, USA) using a sampling frequency of 250 Hz (five subjects were recorded at 500 Hz; these were down sampled to 250 Hz). Data were collected preoperatively with a median of 5 days before surgery (inter-quartile range [IQR]: 1–7 days) and postoperatively with a median of the first postoperative day (IQR: 1–1 day). For each subject and condition, 15 min of eyes-closed resting-state data were collected. In three subjects, eyes-open data for a minimum of 90 s were collected allowing comparison of eyes open and closed.

These data were filtered from 0.1 to 50 Hz using Hamming windowed-sinc FIR filter. Channels and data segments containing artifact were visually inspected and removed. To remove artifact of eye movement and muscle movement, we applied independent component analysis in EEGLAB. Before analysis, the removed channels were interpolated, and then the signals were average-referenced.
Spectral power

The data were estimated for power spectral density with Welch’s method into delta (0.5–4 Hz), theta (4–6 Hz), alpha (6–12 Hz), beta (12–28 Hz), and gamma (28–40 Hz). The power spectral density was log10 transformed to normalise the distribution. Slow-wave activity was post hoc defined as 0.5–6 Hz similar to prior definitions.19

Phase lag index

To measure the functional connectivity between channel signals, the debiased weighted phase lag index (PLI) in the FieldTrip toolbox (maintained by the Donders Institute for Brain, Cognition, and Behaviour which is part of Radboud University in Nijmegen, the Netherlands) was used.20 Phase lag index alone estimates the degree to which the two time-series leads and lags by indexing their phase differences. However, PLI is sensitive to signal synchronisations because of volume conduction. By weighting the phases across the cross-spectrum time series, PLI is able to mitigate the sensitivity to volume conduction.21 Debiased weighted PLI further estimates the squared weighted PLI to normalise the positive bias.

Between all 256 channels, in a pairwise manner, we calculate debiased PLI using 2 s window length and 25% overlap. To probe changes associated with detectable SWA in both the delirious and non-delirious groups, we divided the 256 scalp electrodes in 25 squares (Supplementary Fig. 1). The PLI between these ‘squares’ were averaged, producing pairwise-squared PLI. We focused on PLI involving the midline frontal square centred on the Fz electrode, which showed increased SWA in both delirious and non-delirious subjects. However, we also conducted pairwise analyses across connections and correlated these changes in connectivity with delirium severity. These analyses were corrected by false discovery rate (FDR) methods. We also plot a PLI spectrum by using the cross-spectra produced from multi-taper frequency transformation (see Supplementary data for methods).

EEG statistical analysis

To test for topographical differences or correlations, two-tailed statistical non-parametric mapping (SNPM) threshold-free cluster enhancement was used.21 Wilcoxon rank-sum test, Wilcoxon signed-rank test, and Pearson correlation were used for non-topographical tests where appropriate. To test for differences amongst groups (across delirium status and pre-/postoperation), we used linear mixed-effects models, testing the interaction of delirium status and time point (pre vs post) for each frequency band. Test statistics and P-values were calculated using Type III Wald F-tests with Kenward–Roger degrees of freedom.

Topographical PLI analyses use parametric Pearson correlation on each PLI connection. These analyses are sensitive to outlier influence, as parametric tests assume a homogeneous variance. Therefore, for each PLI connectivity, we excluded outlier subjects whose Cook’s distance is above 4*(mean of Cook’s distance).22 Excluding subjects with large Cook’s distances resulted in substantial changes to the regression model estimation. As each PLI connectivity topoplot has a different regression model, there will be a different number of subjects excluded for each connection. Because of this, analyses making use of Cook’s distance will indicate sample size as a range (e.g. n=70 [64–69, after outlier exclusion]). The PLI analyses were corrected by FDR methods.

Blood biomarkers

We also collected blood samples for biomarker analyses immediately before and after the resting-state EEG. Plasma samples were collected in ethylenediamine tetra-acetic acid (EDTA)-containing tubes preoperatively and stored at −80°C.

Cytokine analysis

A multiplex assay was conducted at Eve Technologies (Montreal, Canada) for plasma samples that were paired with EEG collection. The cytokines measured were interleukin (IL) 1 (IL-1) beta, IL-1 receptor antagonist, IL-2, IL-4, IL-6, IL-8, IL-10, IL-12, monocyte chemoattractant protein 1 (MCP-1), and tumour necrosis factor-alpha. For the cytokine analysis only, subjects were excluded if they had no blood drawn around the time of the EEG recording.

Diffusion tensor imaging methods

A post hoc decision was made during the analysis of EEG data to investigate preoperative structural connectivity (diffusion tensor imaging [DTI]) in patients with EEG to investigate an unexpected finding with preoperative frontal EEG connectivity. All available DTI data in the cohort are reported. Of the patients recruited to IPOD-B3, 75 patients consented to preoperative imaging (there is no imaging collected in IPOD-B2). Six of the DTI scans were discarded because of motion artifact. Preoperative DTI scans were available from 68 patients (17 delirious) after quality control and preprocessing. Thirty-six subjects had preoperative imaging and EEG. MRI data were collected on 3.0 T whole-body scanner (General Electric Medical Systems, Waukesha, WI, USA) with an eight-channel head coil. Diffusion tensor imaging data were acquired with the following diffusion parameters: single-shot echo planar imaging, repetition time=9000 ms, echo time=66.2 ms, single average (NEX) 1, field of view 256x256 mm², voxel size 1x1x2 mm³, 75 axial slices with no gap between slices, flip angle 90°, 56 gradient encoded directions, and b-values of 0 and 1000 s mm⁻².

The raw DTI were checked manually for quality control, and each remaining scan was corrected for head motion and eddy-current distortion with the eddy23 tool and skull stripping and removal of non-tissue components in FSL.24 The diffusion tensor model, based on the least-squares fit, was applied using FDT’s dfifit providing data on fractional anisotropy (FA), mean diffusivity (MD), axial diffusivity (AD), and radial diffusivity (RD). Non-linear registration was conducted using Advanced Normalization Tools (ANTS is maintained by the Penn Image Computing and Science Lab which is operated out of the University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia, PA, USA)25 to a standard template based on the publicly available Mayo Clinic Adult Lifespan Template atlas.26

Prior data emphasised RD,27 and hence, we pursued that as our primary DTI metric, although convergent results were obtained with MD. Voxel-wise skeletonised white matter tract maps were obtained for each DTI metric with tract-based spatial statistics (TBSS),28 applied to AD, MD, and RD, and were used to perform cross-subject statistical analyses. Voxelwise statistical approach (randomise tool with threshold-free cluster enhancement) was adopted to study the association between the preprocessed and TBSS-based white matter
Fig 2. Delirium occurs with increased global slow-wave activity and loss of posterior high-frequency activity. (a) Representative EEG signals from two electrodes, one frontal (Fz) and one posterior/occipital (Oz), collected preoperatively (Preop/Pre) and postoperatively (Post). (b) Group-level spectral analysis comparing patients preoperatively and postoperatively for patients who do (D), or do not (ND), incur delirium ($P < 0.05$ [black squares], linear mixed-effects model across delirium status and operative phase). Spectra range from 0.5 to 40 Hz, statistics were completed for frequency bands; $\delta$ 0.5–4 Hz, $\theta$ 4–6 Hz, $\alpha$ 6–12 Hz, $\beta$ 12–28 Hz, $\gamma$ 28–40 Hz. The alpha band range ($\alpha$), 6–12 Hz, was chosen by inspecting the peak in the mean spectra amongst all subjects. Topological spectral power of the preoperative and postoperative states for patients who do not incur delirium (c) or do incur delirium (d) across each power band. The third row shows the post-operative>preoperative contrast t-maps, corrected with threshold-free cluster enhancement (TFCE), with overlaid electrodes showing significant differences (statistical non-parametric mapping [SNPM] paired; corrected TFCE $P < 0.05$ [white dots]). (e) Spectral analysis for the transition in state (postoperatively-preoperatively) for subjects who incur delirium or do not ($P < 0.05$ [black squares] after FDR correction with two-sided rank-sum test) for electrodes Fz and Oz. Grey square: uncorrected $P < 0.05$. (f) Topological contrasts of the transition to the non-delirious vs delirious state (first two rows). Third row shows the TFCE t-map of two groups contrast with significant electrodes overlaid (SNPM unpaired; TFCE corrected $P < 0.05$ t-map). For all statistics, $n_{ND} = 48$ and $n_D = 22$. PSD, power spectral density.
skeletonised maps and delirium incidence, and severity on a

group level (using 10,000 permutations). Voxel-wise statistical

significance inferences were drawn by controlling the family-

wise error (FWE) rate at a 0.05 threshold. Detailed descriptions

of the DTI methods are available in the Supplementary

material.

Fig 3. Posterior slow-wave activity (SWA) is associated with (a) delirium severity and (b, c) systemic inflammation. Each column represents

the correlation of change in power (postoperatively-preoperatively) with an outcome either Delirium Rating of Severity-98 (DRS), inter-

leukin (IL)-10, or monocyte chemoattractant protein 1 (MCP-1). Top row shows correlation with transition in spectral power across fre-

quencies from occipital electrode (Oz). Spectra range from 0.5 to 40 Hz; statistics done on frequency bands; δ 0.5–4 Hz, θ 4–6 Hz, α 6–12 Hz, β 12–28 Hz, and γ 28–40 Hz. Black square: $P < 0.05$ after false discovery rate correction. Grey square: $P < 0.05$ uncorrected. Middle row shows
topological correlation with the increase in SWA (0.5–6 Hz; statistical non-parametric mapping correlation; corrected threshold-free cluster enhancement $P < 0.05$ [white dots show statistically significant electrodes]). Bottom row shows correlation with transition in

SWA from occipital electrode Oz. DRS $n = 70$; IL-8 $n = 47$; IL-10 $n = 46$; MCP-1 $n = 47$. 
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Fig 4. Delirium is associated with decreased connectivity (debiased weighted phase lag index [PLI]). (a) PLI spectral analysis comparing patients preoperatively (pre) and postoperatively (post) for patients who do (D), or do not (ND), incur delirium ($P < 0.05$ [black squares]). Statistical analysis using a linear mixed-effects model across delirium states and pre-/postoperation is reported ($n_{ND} = 48$ and $n_{D} = 22$). Spectra range from 0.5 to 40 Hz; statistics done on frequency bands; $\delta$ 0.5–4 Hz, $\theta$ 4–6 Hz, $\alpha$ 6–12 Hz, $\beta$ 12–28 Hz, and $\gamma$ 28–40 Hz. (b) Topologically PLI of preoperative and postoperative states for patients who do not, or do, incur delirium. PLI with a frontal square group of electrodes is displayed and corrected. Bottom row shows postoperative>preoperative contrast ($P < 0.05$ [line displayed if significant] after false discovery rate (FDR) correction with two-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test). Right column shows contrast between patients who do, and do not, incur delirium, delirium>no delirium ($P < 0.05$ after FDR correction with two-sided Wilcoxon rank-sum test; $n_{ND} = 48$ and $n_{D} = 22$). (c) Topological plots of the change in connectivity with transition to the non-delirious vs delirious state. Right, topoplot shows threshold-free cluster enhancement t-map of two groups contrast ($P < 0.05$ after FDR correction with two-sided Wilcoxon rank-sum test; $n_{ND} = 48$ and $n_{D} = 22$). (d) Correlation of the postoperative–preoperative difference in PLI with changes in Delirium Rating of Severity-98 (DRS), interleukin (IL)-10, monocyte chemoattractant protein 1 (MCP-1), and slow-wave activity (SWA). Left column shows $r^2$ map ($P < 0.05$ after FDR correction; DRS $n = 70$ [64–69, after outlier exclusion], IL-10 $n = 46$ [42–45], MCP-1 $n = 47$ [42–46], and SWA $n = 70$ [63–68]). Right columns show correlations with PLI of frontal square connecting to square below.
Fig 5. Preoperative connectivity is increased before delirium and inversely correlates with structural connectivity. (a) Preoperative radial diffusivity (RD) contrast for patients who do not incur delirium (ND) and do incur delirium (D) (general linear model with covariate age + gender; $P < 0.05$ family-wise error corrected; $n_{ND} = 51$ and $n_{D} = 17$). Significant effects of RD (red) are overlaid on whole brain white matter tract (green). The right box plot shows mean RD contrast across significant voxels detected with multiple comparison correction between the groups ($P < 0.05$ corrected; two-sided Wilcoxon rank-sum test). (b) Correlation of preoperative RD with peak postoperative delirium severity (general linear model with covariate age + gender; $P < 0.05$ FWE corrected; $n = 68$). (c) Correlation of preoperative (preop) topological alpha phase lag index (PLI) and mean RD across significant voxels ($P < 0.05$ after false discovery rate correction; $n = 36$ [33–36 after outlier exclusion]). Left, topoplot shows $r^2$ map for the PLI of frontal square is displayed and corrected. Right plot shows mean RD correlation with PLI of frontal square connecting to parietal square. DRS, Delirium Rating of Severity-98.
Results

Figure 1 shows the Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology (STROBE) diagram and data collection strategy. Cohort characteristics are described in Supplementary Table 2. The median postoperative DRS was 9. Postoperative delirium occurred in 31% of patients, whose median DRS was 17. Delirious patients had similar age and sex to patients who did not become delirious, but they underwent operations with higher surgical severity (Wilcoxon rank-sum test; P<0.001; Supplementary Table 2).

EEG power spectral analyses

Initially, we focused on the within-subject change in the EEG that occurs from preoperative to postoperative phases of care. This showed obvious slowing on transition to the delirious state (Fig. 2a). For quantitative analysis, the EEG was initially segmented into different power bands, delta (0.5–4 Hz), theta (4–6 Hz), alpha (6–12 Hz), beta (12–28 Hz), and gamma (28–40 Hz), based on our division of data around the alpha peak that is evident in Fig. 2b. Our data show an increase in delta and theta power in frontal regions in both the non-delirious (linear mixed-effects model across delirium states and pre-/post-operation δ<0.0001 and θ<0.0001; Fig. 2c) and delirious (δ<0.0001 and θ<0.0001; Fig. 2d) subjects. A critical difference between patient groups was that delta and theta power increased in posterior regions in delirium, with a reciprocal decrease in higher-frequency activity (Fig. 2b). Interestingly, patients who later incurred delirium had higher frontal alpha power preoperatively (P=0.0338; Fig. 2b), but no change postoperatively. In contrast, frontal alpha power increased postoperatively in patients who did not incur delirium (Fig. 2c).

The preoperative differences between the subjects who did not incur delirium postoperatively and those that did emphasised the need to focus on the differences in EEG dynamics that occur on transition to delirium. Hence, we next confirmed that the changes in SWA that occur on transition from preoperative to postoperative state differed between the groups (described in Supplementary Fig. 2). This analysis was conducted to exclude non-specific EEG changes that may occur postoperatively (such as small increases in frontal SWA). In this focused analysis, increased global delta and theta power and loss of posterior high-frequency activity appeared characteristic of delirium (Fig. 2e and f).

Comparison of eyes-open and eyes-closed power spectra

The global increase in delta and theta power in delirious patients was surprising given that the subjects were sufficiently wakeful to complete our cognitive assessments. To confirm that the subjects were wakeful, we compared the power spectra for delirious subjects recorded with eyes open and closed (the latter being the typical state during the recordings). Whilst only three delirious patients were captured with eyes open (as delirious patients struggle to follow commands), there was no difference in the power spectra between the eyes-open and eyes-closed states, suggesting we were not merely studying sleep (Supplementary Fig. 3).

EEG power spectra sensitivity analyses

We next confirmed that this effect was not driven by patients requiring sedation for intubation on the ICU by performing a sensitivity analysis, excluding these seven patients (Supplementary Fig. 4). The results were unaffected by excluding these seven patients. As delta and theta bands showed similar effects across all these contrasts, henceforth we treated them as one frequency range, SWA, as has been done in studies of sleep deprivation.19,29

Correlations of EEG power and delirium severity

Next, we hypothesised that, as SWA increased, delirium severity would worsen. We calculated the Pearson correlation of power, for each frequency band, with the change in delirium severity (DRS). For the purpose of display, we also show the correlation coefficient in 0.1 Hz frequency bins. Slow-wave activity showed a remarkable correlation with DRS with specificity at <6 Hz, such that, as SWA increased, delirium severity increased (Fig. 3a). Topographic analysis showed that, whilst there were significant correlations of DRS and SWA in many electrodes across the scalp, the relationship appeared strongest in posterior regions. Indeed, at electrode Oz, the correlation was relatively strong (r²=0.207; P=0.0001). However, there was no statistical difference between Fz and Oz for the correlation with DRS with a Williams test; P=0.67. We identified a similar effect when excluding the seven patients on sedation (Supplementary Fig. 4), and confirmed that all delirious subjects showed increases in Oz SWA (Supplementary Fig. 5). Correlations of DRS with EEG changes in higher frequencies were not observed, suggesting these changes may not be causally related to the delirium state (Supplementary Fig. 6). These data suggest that SWA is a key feature of delirium.

Correlations of EEG power and cytokines

We looked for associations between cytokine changes and delirium using a multiplex panel of 10 cytokines (Eve Technologies) using Bonferroni multiple comparison correction. Consistent with prior studies,30 we identified significant associations of simultaneous changes in MCP-1 (r²=0.192; P=0.002) and IL-10 (r²=0.200; P=0.002), with both delirium severity (DRS; Supplementary Fig. 7) and delirium incidence (Supplementary Fig. 8). The other cytokines did not achieve significance on both tests. Given the detected and plausible association with delirium, we tested whether MCP-1 and IL-10 were also correlated with SWA. Similar <6 Hz changes in posterior electrode SWA were correlated with these two cytokines (Fig. 3c and d), suggesting that systemic inflammation may drive SWA.

EEG connectivity analyses

To address whether integration also fades in delirium, we measured functional connectivity using PLI.20 We hypothesised that, whilst local SWA in frontal cortex was insufficient to cause delirium, when SWA transitioned to be global, the ensuing reduction in cortical connectivity precipitated delirium. First, we confirmed that alpha band was the appropriate frequency range to explore in our data (as suggested by a prior study12) by plotting the PLI spectrum in 0.4883 Hz frequency resolution. Indeed, there was a clear peak in connectivity in the alpha range preoperatively (linear mixed-effects model across delirium states and pre-/postoperation α<0.0001; Fig 4a). Delirium was also associated with an increase in Fz-Fz connectivity in the delta range (Fig. 4a).
To make our analysis sensitive to change in the non-delirious group (where we observed increases in SWA postoperatively), we placed a connectivity seed in frontal regions (see Supplementary Fig. 1 for methodological description) and calculated connectivity with other scalp regions. In case-control analyses (Fig. 4b rows), preoperatively, patients who subsequently became delirious showed increased frontal connectivity. Postoperatively, however, they showed decreased connectivity.

Change in connectivity from preoperative levels

We next analysed the change in connectivity from preoperative to postoperative state across groups. In the non-delirious subjects, there was no change in connectivity from the preoperative period, consistent with only localised SWA (Fig. 4b, columns). However, the transition into delirium was associated with significant decreases in frontal connectivity with posterior brain regions (Fig. 4c). Of delirious subjects, 19 showed decreases in Fz-Pz alpha PLI and three showed increases (Supplementary Fig. 9).

Connectivity sensitivity analyses

The results without outlier rejection are presented in Supplementary Fig. 10. We confirmed changes of connectivity that correlated with DRS with calculations of pairwise connectivity between all electrodes and a conservative FDR correction across pairwise connections (Supplementary Fig. 11). These data emphasised the correlations of fronto-temporal connections with delirium severity. In sum, our data suggest that, in delirium, as SWA extends to reach posterior brain regions, there is an associated breakdown in brain connectivity.

Possible mechanistic associations of the change in connectivity

Changes in connectivity were also correlated with SWA ($r^2=0.257; P<0.0001$), DRS ($r^2=0.195; P<0.001$), IL-10 ($r^2=0.152; P=0.008$), and MCP-1 ($r^2=0.253; P<0.001$; Fig. 4d).

Post hoc investigation into preoperative structural connectivity and EEG functional connectivity

We hypothesised that increased functional connectivity in the EEG may represent a mechanism of compensation for underlying structural pathology based on recent hypotheses from neuroimaging. We quantified the mean value of RD across voxels that correlated with delirium severity, and looked for how these correlated with the preoperative EEG connectivity measures. To do this, we correlated the measure with topographic EEG connectivity, testing whether the functional connectivity changes in the EEG reflected a compensatory response to the underlying structural pathology. Positive correlations were noted, focused on left frontal regions, for the relationship of RD and alpha band frontal connectivity (electrode Fz $r^2=0.491; P<0.0012$; Fig. 5c). These data suggest that, as structural connectivity worsened (higher RD) on the right, functional connectivity of the EEG increased on the left, supporting the concept that increased preoperative functional connectivity is a compensatory mechanism for underlying structural neurodegeneration.

Discussion

Our data suggest that local frontal SWA can occur postoperatively, but does not result in delirium. Rather, postoperative delirium results when inflammation-driven SWA extends to involve occipitoparietal cortex associated with a breakdown in connectivity. Our prior hypothesis emphasised the role of connectivity in delirium; a subsequent study supported this idea, but did not relate the changes mechanistically to SWA, inflammation, or investigate proportionality to delirium severity. That study was also limited by its case-control design. We have shown clear links to inflammatory models of delirium through correlation of contemporaneous changes in systemic cytokines, and relate the connectivity changes to SWA. Whilst we are presently unable to manipulate delirium experimentally to test causal mechanisms, our data are strongly supported by several Bradford Hill criteria for causality: temporal sequence, strength of change, and dose dependence. Our data also show coherence with the dementia literature and biological plausibility based on both the links between inflammation and delirium, and also the changes in SWA following sleep deprivation and consequent impairments in cognition.

An unexpected finding was that of increased frontal high-frequency power and alpha band connectivity before delirium. We speculate that these changes were compensatory responses to underlying neurodegeneration, and provided evidence for this from structural imaging data. Increased frontal alpha power has recently been identified as a signature of amyloid disease. As an extension of recent hypotheses...
from neuroimaging, we surmise that these electrophysiological changes may represent evidence of functional compensations whereby increased network connectivity is recruited as a mechanism to maintain cognitive function from chronic neurodegenerative pathologies. Interestingly, the non-delirious subjects showed an increase in frontal alpha power and maintained cognitive function postoperatively. Increased alpha activity and connectivity may be a key compensatory mechanism to maintain cognitive function in the presence of a physiological stressor (such as inflammation). Increasing 8 Hz frontotemporal connectivity (within our alpha range) has recently been shown to improve cognitive performance in the older population. We have replicated and extended prior work showing that decreases in alpha band connectivity may contribute to the cognitive dysfunction in delirium, although it is important to note that decreases in alpha band connectivity did not occur in all delirious subjects. It is presently unclear whether these subjects showed connectivity changes in other bands leading to delirium, or whether connectivity changes do not contribute to delirium in these subjects. Nonetheless, manipulation of alpha band connectivity may yet prove to be a therapy for delirium in at least some subjects.

We note some important limitations of our study. Firstly, the cohort was of modest size, and it may be that more diverse changes may be identified in a larger cohort, or alternative changes may occur in other types of delirium, for example, those induced by medications. We acknowledge these limitations, but stress that we have likely identified the strongest relationships, which are most likely to be causal, and that inflammation is a very common mechanism of delirium (as delirium by definition arises from a physiological stressor). Nonetheless, our focus on inflammation does not imply that the associations we have discovered will extend to other clinical settings or mechanistic types of delirium, where pathologies other than inflammation may play a larger role. Secondly, it is not possible to perform more invasive electrophysiological studies in most types of delirium. Thirdly, it is possible that some form of unmeasured confounding may still affect our results; however, we control for the baseline state and calculated changes in the perioperative period. This approach, essentially normalising to the baseline state, adjusts for many of the confounds of the baseline state, including age and co-morbidities. This is critical, given we have observed preoperative differences in the EEG. We also conducted sensitivity analyses for cohort type (IPOD-B2 vs IPOD-B3) and exposure to sedative medications.

In summary, our data show that changes in occipitoparietal cortical SWA correlated with worsening delirium severity, systemic inflammation, and impaired connectivity. Hence, whilst frontal, local SWA occurs in postoperative patients, delirium results when SWA progresses to involve posterior brain regions, with an associated reduction in connectivity.
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